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‘restructuring’ – a familiar action in public 
governance and provision? 

associated with     

 ‘reform’            - ‘making things better…..’ 

 ‘modernisation’     -  ‘making things up to date’  

 ‘policy transfer’      - ‘borrowing/amending ideas’ 

assumes that it is the structures  and institutional forms 
that deliver the service or product 



‘restructuring’ can be a sign of  

 lack of imagination  

 persistence of vested interests 

 wariness of major change 

 recognition of the inherent value of the existing 
structures 

 preference for  incremental change  

 things being ‘thought through’  



Do we ‘re-structure’ in ‘re-cession’? 

-  Is formal philanthropy looking for different kinds of 
returns for its money or restricting or changing what it is 
able / willing to fund?   

-  (the rationing dynamic new to formal philanthropy?) 

   ‘considered philanthropy’ – or   

 ‘conservation philanthropy’?  



‘restructuring’ through a philanthropic lens? 

 Restructuring  as a continual bonfire of change? 

 Is ‘restructuring ‘ at the heart of what younger donors, and 
younger philanthropy professionals  in Muslim philanthropy 
want to see?  

  if we view philanthropic institutions as prototypes then 
restructuring is perpetual and continuous, not an event or 
series of one-offs (Harrow 2012)  

The trend towards foundations ‘spending out’ –  

(“The Power of Now”, 2010) a restructuring of the 
foundation landscape or a clear break with the past ? 



Who is it who changes the prototypes ? -   
the engineers, the sponsors, the regulators, 
but above all, the users   

the roles of users in Muslim philanthropy?  

( and is ‘restructuring’ a likely priority for them? 

How might users see ‘limited life’ philanthropy?) 



‘New priorities’  in Muslim philanthropy are 
equally problematic – as they are in 
philanthropy generally  

 ‘measuring impact’ -  the new priority above all others –  

but with what effects on the philanthropic challenges that 
defy short term, causal, quantifiable results that can be 
attributable to particular ‘good practice’?  

 When does a ‘fad’ in philanthropy, become a ‘fashion’; 
and when does a ‘fashion’ become an ‘advance’?  



 New dilemmas (for foundations) are the old ones 

 “foundations may be financially independent but they are 
heavily dependent on at least an illusion of open 
communication and reliable knowledge as well as on a 
degree of social, economic and political stability. 
Foundations forget their dependencies at their peril.” 

  biggest dilemmas ….relationships with governments……. 

Professor Diana Leat,  
‘when will we ever learn?’  Alliance, June , 
2012 



So, new priorities may not be that new..  
 Collaboration in philanthropy – e.g. with government , and 
government “enchantment with philanthropy”, Harrow and 
Jung (2012), but time and leverage issues 

  E –philanthropy, its promise and challenges 

 ‘Voices’ for users, grantees, ‘beneficiaries’  

 Communicating the nature of Muslim Philanthropy and 
the brand?  



 Looking again at philanthropic impact -  who does it, as 
well as what for ( for example, a role for investigative 
journalism in evaluation and impact? Meyer, 2010)  

 increasing understanding of donor rationales and choices 
in Muslim philanthropy e.g. 

the 2012 ‘Giving Black’ study of African American donors in 
LA –  3 types of donor –  

‘build the black community’ donor ; ‘the issue-impact’ 
donor; the ‘hardwired to give’ donor  



  the rise of place-based philanthropy ( including the 
growth of the community foundation model globally )  

   Bringing together the sense of place with particular 
approaches to community leadership  

   Reflections on the philanthropic impulses in faith-based 
and faith-led giving  

  (e.g.  the role of intention as well as outcome?  

   Or the innate equality of donors, e.g. remitters as well as 
charity responders….. 



the need for more data  and better data on 
giving, and on levels and nature of foundation 
giving –  

a priority shared with other faith groups and 
secular groups  

Is being  ‘research minded’ sufficient ?  

The value of accessible comparative data on Muslim 
philanthropy and growth in scholarship?  



e.g. for the UK, from ‘Charity Market 
Monitor’ (ed. Pharoah, 2011)  
The UK’s largest 500 fundraising charities, 2009/10   - an excerpt 

Charity    Rank  Fundraised income (£m)  Accounts yr 

Barnardo’s   26(25)  44,475    March 10 

Muslim Aid   27(51)  43,883    December 09 

Cambridge Foundation  28 (27)  43,846    July 09 

UNICEF-UK   29(28)  41,998    December 09 

Islamic Relief   30(36)  41,724    December 09 



But finally – “whose priorities” are the more 
prominent in and for Muslim philanthropy?  

We contest governments’ priorities? 

Why not those of philanthropy and philanthropists as well? 

Do faith based philanthropists – Muslim 
philanthropists  - see their priorities (new & old) as 
more important than those of governments? 

If so why, and with what implications ? 
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